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i20 N.
Let’s play.

Imagine that



Welcome to the Hyundai N division. A place where high 
performance meets serious fun. Where dynamic prowess is an 
invitation to exhilaration, and one corner is only ever an entrée to 
the next.

Born in Namyang and honed at the Nürburgring, ‘N’ is more than 
an attitude. It’s an elite team of world-class engineers assembled 
to deliver the next phase of Hyundai’s evolution — delivering a 
track-ready1 family of hatches, sedans and SUVs that are built to 
thrill, whether you’re attacking a tight and twisting hill climb or 
simply on your daily commute.

Intoxicating performance. Enthralling passion. And undeniable 
fun – to the ‘Nth’ degree.

1.   Warranty covers track use provided the vehicle is operated in accordance with the Owner’s Manual and 
Service Warranty Passport. Exclusions apply including racing, rallying, competition or speed/endurance 
trials and defects caused by or attributable to improper use of vehicle. Refer to full warranty T&Cs for 
details and exclusions.

Let’s play.

Overseas model shown.

i20 N



Fun to the power of N.

Pugnacious, potent and perfectly poised, the all-new i20 N packs serious 
punch  
into a pint-sized package that’s been precision-engineered for fun. 
Inspired by the two-time World Rally Championship-winning i20 Coupe 
WRC, it’s as alive on the race track1 as it is on the back roads – and as 
hungry for the next corner as you are.

Both nimble and lightweight, the i20 N combines true motorsport DNA 
with N division’s proven expertise in real-world performance. With 
decisive European styling – and available in manual only – the i20 N is 
built to bring a smile to the face of the true automotive enthusiast.

Playful, powerful, and fundamentally fun, it’s your ticket to the N zone.

1.   Warranty covers track use provided the vehicle is operated in accordance with the Owner’s Manual and Service Warranty 
Passport. Exclusions apply including racing, rallying, competition or speed/endurance trials and defects caused by or 
attributable to improper use of vehicle. Refer to full warranty T&Cs for details and exclusions.

Overseas model shown.
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It’s got game.

That twitch in your ankle. That squeeze of the steering wheel. That twisty road that 
dips and dives into the distance. In the i20 N, the anticipation is palpable as your 
excitement builds.

With a next-generation SmartStream G1.6 turbo GDi engine that generates 150kW of 
power and 275Nm of torque, every outing is an opportunity to indulge your playful 
side. And with a fighting weight of just 1,210kg – on par with the outrageous i20 
Coupe WRC – the i20 N’s power-to-weight ratio is one of the best in its class.

Sure-footed and incredibly light on its feet, this is a masterclass in fast-twitch 
dynamic responsiveness. And with maximum torque stretching all the way from 
1,750 to 4,500rpm – and peak power arriving between 5,500 and 6,000rpm – the 
i20 N is a genuine track1 car that’s built for the everyday.

The perfect balance between speed and size, power and playfulness. It’s game on.

1.   Warranty covers track use provided the vehicle is operated in accordance with the Owner’s Manual and Service Warranty Passport. 
Exclusions apply including racing, rallying, competition or speed/endurance trials and defects caused by or attributable to improper use of 
vehicle. Refer to full warranty T&Cs for details and exclusions.

Overseas model shown.

Overseas model shown.
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Corners are 
calling.

The i20 N is alive in the moment, in every moment, with a suite of fun-factor 
functionalities crafted to deliver ultimate engagement all the time. Don’t be fooled by 
its featherweight appearance — this is a true driver’s car, commanding, capable, and 
ready to thrill.

Supreme capability through corners is a hallmark of Hyundai’s high-performance N 
division, and the i20 N is no exception. Its N Corner Carving Differential – a precision 
engineered Mechanical Limited Slip Differential (M-LSD) that uses torque-sensing 
Torsenstyle gearing – delivers supreme front-end traction when you’re turning in, 
whipping through, and punching away from corners.

The N Grin Control System allows you to tailor the i20 N’s responsiveness to your 
mood, with six distinct drive modes, including Normal, Eco, Sport, N, Custom 1 and 
Custom 2. And with performance features such as Rev Matching, Launch Control, 
Electronic Stability Control and Active Variable Exhaust system, no two drives need 
ever be the same.

The i20 N’s re-tuned and refined chassis, suspension, brakes and steering are a 
recalibration of what’s possible – and a testament to the prowess of the N division.

Overseas model shown.
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From its distinctive WRC-inspired roof spoiler, and front lip spoiler, to its uniquely 
patterned radiator grille with bold N logo, the i20 N is nothing if not confident. 

Yet its array of ultra-sporty design elements are as functional as they are eye-
pleasing. Whether it’s increased downforce and stability at speed, the turbocharged 
performance promise of the front bumper’s air intake, or its 10mm lowered ground
clearance, each detail makes a dynamic contribution.

With its coloured accents and optional two-tone roof1, and incorporating multiple 
cues from Hyundai’s rallying heritage, N division has crafted a model that’s as 
charismatic as it is commanding.

Add the sculpted lightweight precision of those bespoke 18” grey matte alloys – and 
bulging N-branded brake calipers – and the all-new i20 N makes an unmistakable 
statement. It may not be the biggest kid in the playground, but it’s definitely the 
cheekiest – and one of the hardest to catch.

Welcome to the funhouse.

1. Optional Phantom Black two-tone roof available at an additional cost.

Sculpted for 
‘N’-ticipation.

Overseas model shown.

Overseas model shown.
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Fitted out 
for fun.
The cabin of the i20 N is unmistakably N – a flawless balance of sportiness and 
everyday functionality, crafted with the understanding that cruising is always more 
fun when you’re comfortable. Combining tactile luxury, premium materials, and 
effortless design, this is a hot-hatch interior worthy of lingering appreciation.

From its leather-appointed1 N steering wheel and gear knob, both ergonomically 
optimised for racetrack2 or road, to its crisply bolstered seats and alloy sports pedals, 
the all-new i20 N is fitted out for fun. 

Dedicated sport seats with an integrated headrest – unique to the i20 N – are both 
distinctive and designed to deliver optimal support, whether you’re bracing laterally 
or just cruising along the highway. 

Crisp, bright, and quicksilver fast, the i20 N’s 10.25” digital supervision cluster offers 
the driver all the information they need at a glance. That includes performance gauges 
and infographics, a unique graphics scheme for each Drive Mode, and a host of  
track-relevant2 stats. And if you’re not feeling the layout on offer today, no problem  
– a customisable choice of themes means you can toggle to your heart’s content.

Wherever today’s journey takes you – and however spirited your
trip – the i20 N is ready to welcome you.

1.   Leather appointed may contain elements of genuine leather, polyurethane leather (leather substitute) or man-made materials, or a 
combination thereof.

2.   Warranty covers track use provided the vehicle is operated in accordance with the Owner’s Manual and Service Warranty Passport. 
Exclusions apply including racing, rallying, competition or speed/endurance trials and defects caused by or attributable to improper use of 
vehicle. Refer to full warranty T&Cs for details and exclusions.

N gear knob

N sports front bucket seats

Alloy sports pedals

i20 N



Just press 
play.

With a suite of leading-edge technology designed around the driver, the i20 N 
doesn’t just deliver outstanding performance. It’s also an intuitive and inspired 
window into the future of everyday motoring. One that brings all the playful 
functionality of console gaming to track1 days and shopping runs alike.

For the hardcore corner connoisseur – or even just those keen to experience a fuller 
taste of what the i20 N can do – there’s the N Performance Driving Data System. Set 
up to monitor and improve the driver’s track-work skills, this ingenious feature saves 
and displays driving data, including information on power, torque and turbo boost.
Also including a lap and acceleration timer, it offers even deeper engagement with a 
car that’s as playful as you are.

Centrally mounted, the i20 N’s optional central 10.25” multimedia touchscreen 
display echoes the digital wizardry of the digital instrument cluster, while also 
offering Apple CarPlay™2 & Android™3 Auto connectivity. Ultra-focused outside, 
extra-futuristic within, the i20 N sets new benchmarks in technological integration – 
and gives you endless opportunities for fun.

1.  Warranty covers track use provided the vehicle is operated in accordance with the Owner’s Manual and Service Warranty Passport. 
Exclusions apply including racing, rallying, competition or speed/endurance trials and defects caused by or attributable to improper use of 
vehicle. Refer to full warranty T&Cs for details and exclusions. 

2.   Apple CarPlay™ is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Requires compatible device and connectivity.
3.  Android™ Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible device and connectivity.
4. Wireless smartphone charging requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adapter to operate.

N Supervision cluster

Wireless Smartphone Charging4

10.25” touchscreen with Apple CarPlay™1 

Overseas model shown.
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The all-new i20 N is small in stature, but big on fun – and even bigger on safety. With 
a comprehensive array of Hyundai SmartSense™1 safety technologies, it’s ever vigilant, 
continually alert to protect you when danger is detected.

Intelligent systems such as Forward Collision Avoidance Assist (FCA), Lane Keeping 
Assist (LKA), and Lane Following Assist (LFA) monitor the environment around you using 
the windshield-mounted camera. Constantly keeping track of other cars, cyclists and 
pedestrians, Hyundai SmartSense™1 reacts instantly if a possible collision is detected. The 
LKA system even provides steering assistance and braking independently in an emergency.

Other systems contribute in different ways. High Beam Assist (HBA) will automatically 
disable high beam at night to avoid dazzling oncoming drivers or leading vehicles. 
Blind-spot Collision Warning (BCW) uses radar sensors to detect vehicles to your side 
or approaching from behind. Rear Occupant Alert (ROA) monitors the vehicle’s rear 
doors opening and closing so no one is accidentally left behind the vehicle. Every day, 
on every drive, on every surface, the i20 N is serious about playing. And just as serious 
about playing it safe.

Serious 
about safety.

1.   Hyundai SmartSense™ is a registered trademark of Hyundai Motor Company. Safety features are not a substitute for attentive driving. All images shown are overseas models. Colours shown are indicative only and may vary due to the printing process.

i20 N



Overseas model shown.

Cross-traffic Collision Warning (RCCW)

When reversing in the i20 N Rear Cross-traffic  
Collision Warning (RCCW) can warn a driver of 
vehicles crossing its path.

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist (ISLA)

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist (ISLA) alerts the 
driver when the speed limit is exceeded – and, 
combined with Manual Speed Limiter, can 
adjust the i20 N’s speed automatically.

Blind-spot Collision Warning (BCW)

Blind-spot Collision Warning (BCW) will warn 
the driver of potential vehicles in i20 N’s blind 
spots when indicating to change lanes. BCW 
projects a warning on the cluster, along with an 
audible warning. Warning lights are embedded 
into the side mirrors which illuminate when 
there is a potential hazard in a blind spot.

Forward Collision-avoidance Assist (FCA)

Using the front mounted camera, the Forward  
Collision-avoidance Assist (FCA) system can 
detect pedestrians, cyclists and other vehicles 
ahead of the car, and warn or apply braking in 
situations where a risk of collision is detected.

1.   Hyundai SmartSense™ is a registered trademark of Hyundai Motor Company. Safety features are not a substitute for attentive driving. All images shown are overseas models. Colours shown are indicative only and may vary due to the printing process. i20 N



i20 N.

Performance
•  Active variable exhaust system – 3 modes 

(Normal, Sport, Sport+)
•  Automatic rev matching - 3 modes (Normal, 

Sport, Sport+)
• Electronic sound generator
•  Idle Stop & Go (ISG)
•  Launch control
•   N Grin Control System - 6 drive mode settings 

(Eco, Normal, Sport, N, Custom 1, Custom 2)
•  N Performance Driving Data System in 

multimedia display - with lap / acceleration 
timer, g-force meter, power / engine 
temperature / turbocharger boost / brake 
pressure / throttle gauges 

• N Road Sense - Curve sign recognition

N Exclusive Exterior Styling
•  18” alloy wheels
•  Bespoke Pirelli P Zero HN tyres
•  N front bumper with gloss black insert grille
•  N front lip spoiler with painted insert
•  Gloss black side mirrors

•  N black side sills with painted insert
•  Chrome exhaust tip
•  N rear bumper
•  N rear diffuser with triangular rear fog light
•  N rear spoiler in gloss black

N Exclusive Interior Styling
•  N sports front bucket seats
•  Black headlining
•   Coloured stitching & inserts - Performance 

Blue (air vents, seats, steering wheel, door pull, 
gear knob, and gearshift boot)

•   Gunmetal painted inserts (air vents, door 
handles, steering wheel, & ventilation controls)

•  Alloy sports pedals
•   Leather appointed1 N sports steering wheel  

& gear knob

Design & Technology
• 10.25” TFT N Supervision cluster
•  10.25” Touchscreen with Apple CarPlay™2  

& Android™ Auto3 compatibility
•  Wireless smartphone charging4

•  Satellite Navigation
•  Bluetooth®5 phone connectivity
•  BOSE® premium audio system
•  Smart key with push button start
•  LED headlights & LED combination taillights
•  LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
•  Electro-chromatic Mirror (ECM) - auto-
dimming
•  Rain sensing wipers
•   Intelligent Speed Limit Assist (ISLA) - Speed 

sign reading function with warning and MSLA 
guide

•  Manual Speed Limit Assist (MSLA)

Safety
•  Hyundai SmartSense™6 as standard;
 ○  Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW)
 ○  Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
 ○  Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) - 

camera type, including: 
- Car/Pedestrian detection 
- City/Urban operational speeds

 ○  High Beam Assist (HBA)

 ○  Lane Following Assist (LFA)
 ○  Lane Keeping Assist - Line/Road-edge 

(LKA-L/R)
 ○  Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist 

(RCCA)
 ○  Rear Occupant Alert (ROA)
• Parking Distance Warning – Front & Reverse
• Rear View Monitor with Parking Guidance

Optional
• Two-tone roof7 pack including:
 ○  Phantom Black roof and side mirrors

Engine & transmission
1.6L Petrol SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi 6-Speed Manual

N sports front bucket seats Wireless smartphone charging4 BOSE® premium audio system Smart key with push button start

i20 N



Style, your way.

Polar White
Standard (5PS)

Dragon Red
Premium (5WR)

Sleek Silver
Standard (5RY)

Performance Blue
Standard (5XF)

Phantom Black
Premium (X5B)

Choose a colour for your all-new i20 N that makes an individual statement. It’s available in five exterior 
hues including the N signature Performance Blue livery, which is exclusive to Hyundai N models, and an 
optional Phantom Black roof for a unique two-tone style.

All images shown are i20 N variants with two-tone roof option at an additional cost. Colours shown are indicative only and may vary due to the printing process. Premium paint is an optional extra at an additional cost. 
1. Leather appointed may contain elements of genuine leather, polyurethane leather (leather substitute) or man-made materials, or a combination thereof. 2. Apple CarPlay™ is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 3. Android™ 
Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 4. Wireless smartphone charging requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adapter to operate. 5. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Please check your Bluetooth® device’s capabilities to ensure 
compatibility. 6. Hyundai SmartSense™ is a registered trademark of Hyundai Motor Company. Safety features are not a substitute for attentive driving. 7. Not available with Phantom Black.

i20 N



Hyundai Genuine Accessories i20 N

Interior

Cargo Liner Tray •

Cargo Organiser •

Dash Mat - Black •

Fabric Rear Bumper Protector •

N Tailored Rubber Floor Mats (set of 4) •

Exterior 

Bonnet Protector - Dark Tint •

Ice / Sunshade •

Tinted Stylevisors (set of 4) •

Sport Styling 

N Performance Lowered Spring Kit •

Lower Door Decals •

Track items 

N Performance Front & Rear Brake Pads •

Roof Racks and Lifestyle

Roof Racks - Flush2 •

Bike Carrier - Wheel On3 •

Bike Carrier - Wheel Off3 •

Kayak Holder3 •

Ski & Snowboard Carrier3 •

Surfboard Carrier3 •

SUP Board Carrier - SupDawg3 •

Your i20 N isn’t simply a high performance vehicle, it’s a part of who you are. So make 
it yours with Hyundai Genuine Accessories. There’s a suite of practical, and stylish 
accessories to complement the way you drive. 

And for quality assurance, our Genuine Accessories come with a 5 year warranty1 when 
purchased at the time of a new Hyundai and fitted by an authorised Hyundai Dealer.

Genuine 
Accessories.

1. All Hyundai Genuine accessories are subject to 5 years warranty if purchased at the time of a new 
Hyundai and fitted by an authorised Hyundai Dealer. Visit www.hyundai.com/au/en/owning/icare/
warranty for full warranty terms and usage recommendations. 2. Load capacity = 75kg evenly distributed 
over 2 bars. 3. Requires fitment of Hyundai Genuine Roof Racks at an additional cost.

Key:

• = Available   - = Not available

Overseas model shown.
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We built iCare around one simple, innovative idea. That comprehensive on-the-road 
care should come standard with every car – not just as an “optional extra.” 

Our five-year, unlimited-kilometre warranty1 means you’ve got the freedom to go 
ahead and drive without having to keep an eye on the odometer. 

Imagine knowing the maximum price for scheduled service items, before pulling 
into the service centre. That’s the advantage of our Lifetime Service Plan2 – a clever 
Hyundai initiative that gives you transparency and peace of mind for the life of your 
car. No hidden fees or surprises. 

Since every new Hyundai is built to the highest standards, we’ve got the confidence 
to offer comprehensive customer service without exception – or as we like to say, 
amazing as standard. And that includes Sat Nav Update Plan3 for up to 10 years, and 
24/7 Roadside Support4 for 10 years when you service with us. 

Relax, we’ll take it 
from here.

1. 5 year/unlimited km warranty: Applies to new passenger vehicles used for private/domestic purposes. Excludes vehicles used at any time for “commercial application” as defined in the vehicle warranty policy, for which a 5 year/130,000km (whichever occurs first) warranty applies. Refer to full warranty terms & conditions 
for details and exclusion. www.hyundai.com/au/warranty. 2. Lifetime Service Plan: For the benefit of Hyundai owners, Hyundai provides online quotes which specify the maximum price applicable for a vehicle’s next scheduled maintenance service at a participating authorised Hyundai dealer and using genuine Hyundai 
parts (where required). Online quotes are available at hyundai.com/au/en, apply for a stated effective period only and may change after that effective period without notice. Standard scheduled maintenance services are of limited scope. The benefit of online quotes is available for all Hyundai vehicles, for their lifetime.  
3. Sat Nav Update Plan: Maximum number of 9 updates delivered on an annual cycle which must be undertaken within 10 years of the vehicle’s purchase. Included map updates apply only if the vehicle completes a scheduled service at a participating Hyundai dealer. 4. Roadside Support Plan: Receive 12 months Roadside 
Support when you purchase a new Hyundai passenger vehicle (excluding rental buyers). Further Roadside Support extensions are available, each for 12 months from the date of a scheduled maintenance service at a participating authorised Hyundai dealer (unless vehicle is more than 108 months (9 years) from the original 
new car sale date, in which case entitlement to Roadside Support ends when vehicle reaches 120 months (10 years) from original new car sale date). 

Overseas model shown.

i20 N



Key:
• = Feature is available on trim   ○ = Feature is available on trim only as part of an option pack   - = Feature is not available on trim

Notes:
1. Apple CarPlay  is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 2. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 3. Finishes specified as leather may 
contain elements of genuine leather, polyurethane leather (leather substitute) or man-made materials, or a combination thereof. 4. Wireless charging requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adapter in order to operate. 5. Two tone roof not available with Phantom Black.

Hyundai i20 N 

Engine SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Configuration Transverse front mounted driving front wheels

Cylinder capacity 1.6 litres (1,598 cc)

Number of cylinders 4 in-line

Valve system 16 Valve, Double Overhead Cam (DOHC), Continuously 
Variable Valve Duration (CVVD)

Intake system Turbocharger

Maximum power 150 kW @ 5,500 - 6,000 RPM

Maximum torque 275 Nm @ 1,750 - 4,500 RPM 
Overboost: 304 Nm @ 2,000 - 4,000 RPM

Fuel system T-GDi (Turbo Gasoline Direct Injection)

Fuel type 91 RON (ULP), E10 compatible

Emissions standard Euro 6

Bore x stroke 75.6 mm x 89.0 mm

Compression ratio 10:1

Transmission SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Manual 6 speed manual

Gear ratio Manual

1st 3.308

2nd 1.962

3rd 1.387

4th 1.079

5th 0.884

6th 0.756

Reverse 3.583

Final 3.941

Engine/transmission availability SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Manual

N ●

Differential SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Front Mechanical Limited Slip Differential (m-LSD)

Steering SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Type Column mounted Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS), 
rack & pinion, with 3 modes (Normal, Sport, Sport+)

Minimum turning circle diameter between kerbs / walls 10.54

Number of steering wheel turns lock to lock 2.16

Suspension SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Front MacPherson strut

Rear Coupled Torsion Beam Axle

Hyundai i20 N 

Brakes SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

System
Dual-diagonal, split circuit, power assisted with 

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) and Brake 
Assist System (BAS)

Front brake type Ventilated Disc

Front disc dimensions 320 mm x 28 mm

Rear brake type Solid Disc

Rear disc dimensions 262 mm x 10 mm

Weight SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Manual

Kerb weight - lightest 1210 kg

Kerb weight - heaviest 1235 kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) 1665 kg

Fuel consumption* SmartStream G1.6 T-GDi

Manual

Combined (L/100km) 6.9

Urban (L/100km) 8.9

Extra Urban (L/100km) 5.7

CO2 - combined (g/km) 157

Fuel tank volume 40L

*Source: Australian Design Rule 81/02 static laboratory combined average city and highway cycle test. Real world 
fuel consumption will vary depending on a combination of driving habits, the condition of the vehicle, and other 
factors such as road, traffic and weather conditions. ADR 81/02 test results are meant for comparison purposes 
only.

Dimensions N

Exterior N

Length 4,075 mm

Width 1,775 mm

Height 1,440 mm

Wheelbase 2,580 mm

Wheel track - front / rear 1,544 mm / 1,542 mm

Minimum ground clearance (based on kerb weight) 101 mm

Interior N

Head room front / rear 985 mm / 960 mm

Leg room front / rear 1,072 mm / 882 mm

Shoulder room front / rear 1,395 mm / 1,390 mm

Cargo area - VDA (minimum / maximum) 310 L / 1,123 L

i20 N



Key:
• = Feature is available on trim   ○ = Feature is available on trim only as part of an option pack   - = Feature is not available on trim

Notes:
1. Apple CarPlay  is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 2. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 3. Finishes specified as leather may 
contain elements of genuine leather, polyurethane leather (leather substitute) or man-made materials, or a combination thereof. 4. Wireless charging requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adapter in order to operate. 5. Two tone roof not available with Phantom Black.

Hyundai i20 N 

Wheels & tyres N

Wheel type Alloy 

Wheel dimensions 18 x 7.5J + 53

Tyre dimensions 215/40R18 XL 89Y

Tyre brand Pirelli P-Zero HN

Spare wheel type Temporary space saver

Driving convenience N

Cruise control ●

One touch turn signal - 3, 5, or 7 flashes ●

Rain sensing wipers ●

Rear wiper - 2-stage, with auto wipe on reverse ●

Smart key with push button start ●

Steering wheel mounted controls - audio, phone, voice 
control, lane safety, cruise control, & trip computer ●

Tilt & telescopic steering column ●

Driving engagement N

Active variable exhaust system - 3 modes (Normal, 
Sport, Sport+) ●

Automatic rev matching - 3 modes (Normal, Sport, 
Sport+) ●

Electronic sound generator ●

Idle Stop & Go (ISG) ●

Launch control ●

N Grin Control System - 6 drive mode settings (Eco, 
Normal, Sport, N, Custom 1, Custom 2) ●

N Performance Driving Data System in multimedia 
display - with lap / acceleration timer, g-force meter, 
power / engine temperature / turbocharger boost / 
brake pressure / throttle gauges

●

N Road Sense - Curve sign recognition ●

Active safety N

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) including; N

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) ●

Brake Assist System (BAS) ●

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) ●

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) ●

Multi-Collision Braking (MCB) ●

Traction Control System (TCS) ●

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM) ●

Hyundai i20 N 

Hyundai SmartSense ™ including; N

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW) ●

Driver Attention Warning (DAW) ●

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) - camera 
type, including:
- Car/Pedestrian detection
- City/Urban operational speeds

●

High Beam Assist (HBA) ●

Lane Following Assist (LFA) ●

Lane Keeping Assist - Line/Road-edge (LKA-L/R) ●

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW) ●

Rear Occupant Alert (ROA) ●

Other features N

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS) ●

Parking Distance Warning - Front/Reverse (PDW-F/R) - 
8 sensors, with guidance display ●

Rear View Monitor with Parking Guidance (RVM w/ PG) ●

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist (ISLA) - Speed sign 
reading function with warning and MSLA guide ●

Manual Speed Limit Assist (MSLA) ●

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) - individual 
tyre pressure readout ●

Passive safety N

Airbags N

Front airbags - driver & front passenger ●

Side (thorax) airbags - driver & front passenger ●

Side curtain airbags - 1st & 2nd rows ●

Doors N

Impact sensing auto door unlock ●

Rear door child safety locks ●

Seatbelts N

Pretensioners, load limiters & height adjustable upper 
mounts on front seat belts ●

Seat belt reminder - front & rear seatbelts ●

Seating N

Fixed front head restraints ●

Height adjustable rear head restraints ●

ISOFIX child restraint anchors (rear outboard seats) ●

Top tether child restraint anchors (rear) - 3 anchors ●

i20 N



Hyundai i20 N 

Security N

Security system N

Active lock/unlock operation (user configurable) ●

Anti-theft alarm ●

Central locking ●

Engine immobiliser ●

Remotes N

Smart key remote with N logo - 2x ●

Multimedia system N

Functions N

Apple CarPlay1 & Android Auto2 compatibility ●

Bluetooth phone connectivity ●

Satellite navigation ●

Live traffic updates (RDS-TMC) ●

Touch screen - 10.25” display ●

Speakers N

Bose™ premium audio system - 8 speakers with 
external amplifier ●

Audio/media sources N

AM / FM radio ●

Digital radio (DAB+) ●

Radio Data System (RDS) ●

Bluetooth audio streaming ●

USB multimedia input ●

Occupant comfort & convenience N

Upholstery/trim N

Leather3 appointed steering wheel, hand brake and 
gear knob ●

Cloth sports seats with premium bolsters ●

Front seats N

Driver’s seat - height adjustable ●

Front centre console storage cubby - power outlet - 1 x 
12V outlets ●

Front centre console storage cubby - USB power outlet ●

Front centre console - wireless charging pad (Qi 
standard)4 ●

Grip handles - 1x (passenger) ●

N sports front bucket seats ●
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Rear seats N

Grip handles - 2x ●

Rear centre console power outlet - 1 x USB power outlet ●

Windows/shades N

Power windows - front & rear ●

One touch window up & down function with anti-
pinching safety feature - drivers window ●

Rear privacy glass ●

Vision & sight N

Interior mirror N

Electro-chromatic Mirror (ECM) - auto-dimming ●

Exterior mirrors N

Heated ●

Power adjustable ●

Power folding with auto fold function ●

Instrument cluster/driving displays N

N Supervision cluster -10.25” TFT colour LCD with 
trip computer, oil temperature / torque / turbo boost 
gauges, g-force meter, lap timer, shift lights, & digital 
speedometer

●

Ventilation & heating N

Air conditioning N

Climate control - single zone with auto defog function ●

Cabin air filter ●

Other features N

Heated rear windshield ●

Exterior styling N

Front N

N front bumper with gloss black insert grille ●

N front lip spoiler with painted insert ●

Side N

Gloss black side mirrors ●

N black side sills with painted insert ●

Rear N

Chrome exhaust tip ●

N rear bumper ●

N rear diffuser with triangular rear fog light ●

N rear spoiler in gloss black ●

Key:
• = Feature is available on trim   ○ = Feature is available on trim only as part of an option pack   - = Feature is not available on trim

Notes:
1. Apple CarPlay  is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 2. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 3. Finishes specified as leather may 
contain elements of genuine leather, polyurethane leather (leather substitute) or man-made materials, or a combination thereof. 4. Wireless charging requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adapter in order to operate. 5. Two tone roof not available with Phantom Black.
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Interior styling N

Treatments N

Black headlining ●

Coloured stitching & inserts - Performance Blue (air 
vents, seats, steering wheel, door pull, gear knob, and 
gearshift boot)

●

Gunmetal painted inserts (air vents, door handles, 
steering wheel, & ventilation controls) ●

Materials N

Sports pedals - alloy ●

Design N

N sports gear knob ●

N sports steering wheel ●

Lighting N

Exterior lighting - front N

Daytime Running Lights (DRL) - LED ●

Fog lights - bulb ●

Headlight functions - automatic dusk sensing with 
escort and welcome ●

Headlight type - LED (low/high beam) ●

Indicator lights - LED ●

Positioning lights - LED ●

Static bending lights - LED ●

Exterior lighting - rear N

Fog light - LED ●

High mount stop light (HMSL) ●

Rear combination lights - LED (bulb indicator and 
reverse lights) ●

Exterior lighting - others N

Side repeaters - LED, integrated into side mirrors ●

Interior lighting - front N

Ambient lighting in footwells, front door trims and 
centre console ●

Front room light ●

Glovebox compartment light ●

Vanity mirror lights ●

Interior lighting - rear N

Centre room light ●
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Interior lighting - others N

Cargo area light ●

Interior light fade-out delay ●

Storage solutions N

Front seats N

Cup holders - centre console ●

Front passenger seat back pocket ●

Glovebox compartment ●

Ticket holders - sunvisors (driver and front passenger) ●

Rear seats N

Coat hooks - 1x ●

Rear seating split folding - 60:40 ●

Boot/luggage area N

Bag hooks - 1x ●

Cargo cover ●

Luggage compartment - 4x mounting points ●

Luggage floor - 2x mounting heights (for flat folding 
rear seats) ●

Luggage net ●

Rear parcel shelf storage slot (behind rear seat) ●

Others N

Doors - map pockets and bottle bulges (front and rear) ●

Option packages N

Two tone roof5 o

Key:
• = Feature is available on trim   ○ = Feature is available on trim only as part of an option pack   - = Feature is not available on trim

Notes:
1. Apple CarPlay  is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 2. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible device and connectivity. 3. Finishes specified as leather may 
contain elements of genuine leather, polyurethane leather (leather substitute) or man-made materials, or a combination thereof. 4. Wireless charging requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adapter in order to operate. 5. Two tone roof not available with Phantom Black.
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Hyundai Motor Company (HMC) and the Hyundai Motor Company Australia (HMCA) each reserve the right to alter 
vehicle specifications and equipment levels without notice. Some equipment featured on the cars in this brochure 
may not be available in Australia or may be optional. To the extent permitted by law, neither HMC nor HMCA shall be 
liable to any person as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure. Please consult your Hyundai Dealer for the 
latest specifications, equipment levels, options, prices, colours and vehicle availability. Premium paint is an optional 
extra. Note: information in this brochure is current as at 02/2022. Part No. BC3N0222B

Hyundai Motor Company Australia
394 Lane Cove Road, Macquarie Park, NSW Australia 2113 
www.hyundai.com/au/en

youtube.com/hyundaiaustralia

twitter.com/hyundaiaus 

instagram.com/hyundaiaus

facebook.com/hyundaiaustralia

Let’s play.


